Value of immediate anastomotic biopsy following biochemical failure after radical prostatectomy.
To study the value, in diagnostic terms, of performing transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided anastomotic biopsy immediately following the diagnosis of biochemical failure in patients treated by radical retropubic prostatectomy. We report on 50 sessions of TRUS-guided biopsy obtained during post-radical retropubic prostatectomy follow-up, immediately after the diagnosis of biochemical failure. No patient had received either adjuvant or further treatment due to biochemical failure status prior to the biopsy session. In each case, tissue sampling involved cores taken by a standard protocol (random) as well as TRUS-guided biopsy to sonographically suspicious areas. Statistical analysis focused on identifying the statistical importance of various pre- and post-treatment variables in predicting biopsy outcome. 10/50 cases with local evidence of malignancy (1 case harboring both benign and malignant glands) were identified and in another 10/50 cases benign prostatic tissue was diagnosed. The remaining (30) cases have shown fibromuscular tissue only. Statistical analysis of various parameters has demonstrated a significant correlation between local evidence of cancer and the finding of sonographically remarkable areas. Performing TRUS-guided anastomotic biopsy close to the onset of biochemical failure can frequently identify but also may easily miss the suspected local presence of prostate tissue. We believe that, with minimal risks of morbidity, there is merit in exploring its possibilities to trace local prostatic tissue, since it may provide useful information for further treatment actions also in an earlier time.